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Couchbase EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Couchbase to build flexible and scalable applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to install and configure Couchbase Server.
	
		Explore Couchbase Servers' extensive key/value API with examples from several popular programming languages.
	
		Apply Map/Reduce...
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F# for Quantitative FinancePackt Publishing, 2013

	An introductory guide to utilizing F# for quantitative finance leveraging the .NET platform


	Overview

	
		Learn functional programming with an easy-to-follow combination of theory and tutorials
	
		Build a complete automated trading system with the help of code snippets
	
		Use F#...
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MySQL Crash Course (Sams Teach Yourself in 10 Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2005
If you are a MySQL user who wants to find out more about the program, but is not interested in becoming a database administrator just to be able to read books on MySQL, then MySQL Crash Course is for you. This tutorial-based book is organized into a series of short, easy-to-follow lessons...
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XML for BioinformaticsSpringer, 2005
XML for Bioinformatics aims to provide biologists, software engineers, and bioinformatics professionals with a comprehensive introduction to XML and current XML applications in bioinformatics. The book will assume no background in XML, and take readers from basic to intermediate XML concepts. Core topics will include:...
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Microsoft Access 2013 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Conquer Microsoft Access 2013—from the inside out!

	
		You’re beyond the basics, so dive right into Access 2013—and use your skills to create sophisticated database apps! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds. It’s all...
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Digital Government: Technology and Public Sector PerformancePrinceton Press, 2005

	Few developments have had broader consequences for the public sector than the introduction of the Internet and digital technology. In this book, Darrell West discusses how new technology is altering governmental performance, the political process, and democracy itself by improving government responsiveness and increasing information available...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012

	Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes, Fourth Edition


	New full-color code examples help you see how SQL statements are structured   


	 


	Whether you're an application developer, database...
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Composites for Construction: Structural Design with FRP MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials have developed into economically and structurally viable construction materials for buildings and bridges over the last 20 years. FRP composite materials used in structural engineering typically consist of glass, carbon, or aramid fibers encased in a matrix of epoxy, polyester, vinylester, or...
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Oracle DBA Guide to Data Warehousing and Star SchemasPrentice Hall, 2003
Oracle DBAs finally have a definitive guide to every aspect of  designing, constructing, tuning, and maintaining star schema data warehouses  with Oracle 8i and 9i. Bert Scalzo, one of the world's leading Oracle data  warehousing experts, offers practical, hard-won lessons and breakthrough  techniques for maximizing performance,...
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Enterprise Architecture and New Generation Information SystemsCRC Press, 2001
Written for trained professionals in business, industry, government, and education, as well as for graduate students and researchers, this book approaches the subject of enterprise architecture and the best applications of current technology from many viewpoints. Producers, consumers, designers, and end users are considered, as is practical...
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Practical MDX Queries: For Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008McGraw-Hill, 2010

	300+ ready-to-use, powerful MDX queries


	This hands-on guide shows you how to use Multi-Dimensional Expressions (MDX) to extract business intelligence from multi-dimensional cubes. Practical MDX Queries contains more than 300 downloadable MDX queries that can be applied across a wide variety of business intelligence-related...
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Conflicting Paradigms in Adult Literacy Education: In Quest of a U.S. Democratic Politics of LiteracyLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This book provides a broad overview of some of the major trends and issues shaping the theories, practices, research traditions, and politics of adult literacy in the United States since the mid-1980s. If anything, these have been diverse, conflicting, and often irreconcilable. Impinging factors—from the global economy to urban poverty, from...
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